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PART I: DEFINITIONS PART II: GENERAL PROVISIONS

2.1 A forwarder, when so authorized by the creditor as1.1 Claim. A claim is either commercial or retail.
his principal, may act for the creditor in the forwarding of
claims, and when so acting is performing a service for thea. A Commercial Claim is a claim which arises from
creditor separate and apart from the service performedan obligation to pay for goods sold or leased, services
by the receiving attorney, for which service the forwarderrendered, or monies loaned for use, in the conduct of
is entitled to be separately compensated by the creditor,a business or profession. An ‘‘average’’ commercial
the amount thereof being a matter of contract betweenclaim may be defined for general purposes as $2,000.
the forwarder as agent and the creditor as principal.

b. A Retail Claim is a claim which arises from any
2.2 Under no circumstances shall the forwarder re-obligation of a consumer to pay money arising out of

ceive a share of the compensation of the receiver; excepta transaction in which the goods, money, financing,
that where the forwarder is an attorney primarily engagedlease, property, insurance, or services rendered are the
in the private practice of law and there is an actual divisionsubject of a transaction which are primarily for personal,
of the work and responsibility between the attorney for-family, or household purposes.
warder and the receiver, the compensation may be divided
between them in proportion to the effort expended andc. All other claims that are not covered under 1.1(b)
responsibility assumed by each.are considered commercial claims under 1.1(a)

2.3 These guides are intended to apply in the absence1.2 Agency.An agency is a collection agency to which
of specific agreement to the contrary, but nothing con-claims are referred for collection by creditors.
tained herein shall prevent the parties from making an

1.3 Forwarder. A forwarder is a person who or an entity agreement at variance with these guides so long as such
which, as the agent of the creditor, refers claims to attor- agreement is consistent with the enabling Resolutions.
neys for collection. A forwarder may be an attorney, a
collection agency, a credit bureau, a credit insurance com- 2.4 Violation of these guides by a member of the
pany, or any other entity which acts on behalf of the creditor League, or violation by a member of any agreement be-
as its agent, in the referral of claims for collection. tween the parties which supersedes or which further ex-

plains these Operative Guides, shall upon the filing of a
1.4 Receiver. A receiver is an attorney to whom an complaint subject such member to disciplinary proceed-

account is referred for collection by a forwarder, and who ings under Article XI of the Constitution of the League.
is thereby employed, as attorney for the creditor, to collect
the same. Upon acceptance of the claim for collection, the

PART III: CONTRACTUAL COMPENSATIONfull attorney-client relationship exists between the receiver
A. Commissionsand the creditor.

3.1 Unless otherwise expressly agreed, commissions
1.5 Law List. A law list is a publication which lists the are contingent on the recovery of money or property. Upon

names and addresses of receiving attorneys and law firms. request by the receiver prior to acceptance of the forward-
ing contract, the forwarder should promptly supply informa-

1.6 Commission. A commission is the compensation tion on the total compensation being charged to the
payable by a creditor and earned by a receiver for his creditor on a specific claim. If a forwarder requests a re-
services in effecting collection of a claim, in whole or in ceiver to charge a contingent commission lower than the
part, and is normally contingent and computed as a per- receiver’s regular commission, the forwarder should dis-
centage of the sum collected. close to the receiver in its forwarding contract the total

compensation the forwarder is charging the creditor on
1.7 Forwarding Contract. A forwarding contract is the that claim.

agreement entered into between the creditor (or the for-
warder as the agent of the creditor and with the creditor’s 3.2 In all cases where terms are stated in a forwarding
consent) and the receiver, specifying among other things contract, such terms control.
the commission agreed upon between the receiver and However:
the creditor as the receiver’s compensation for effecting
collection, in whole or in part, of a claim.

a. A mere statement by the receiver that he will not
handle the claim except upon other terms will not estab-1.8 Suit Fee. A suit fee is a fee payable to the receiver
lish his right to compensation other than as offered inin addition to the commission, for legal services rendered
the original forwarding contract.by the receiver for the creditor involving court action in

connection with the prosecution of a claim.
b. A receiver objecting to the terms as set forth in the
forwarding contract should either return the claim with1.9 Cost Advance. A cost advance is a sum of money
hold taking action on the claim until satisfactory ar-advanced by the creditor to the receiver, as a fund from
rangements are made with respect to compensation.which court costs are to be expended.
The terms of the original forwarding contract shall pre-
vail notwithstanding the fact that the receiver has per-1.10 Retainer. A retainer is a sum of money paid in

advance to retain the services of an attorney, and should formed services in connection with the claim, unless
and until the terms are changed by agreement or acqui-be taken into account in determining the ultimate fee to

be charged for services rendered and results obtained. escence.



c. A forwarder shall be deemed to have acquiesced in a. The receiver is entitled to commissions in accor-
dance with the forwarding contract, if payment wasthe terms proposed by the receiver where the forwarder

subsequently instructs the receiver to proceed, without made by the debtor after demand was made by the
receiver. The mere technical failure of a receiver imme-making reference to the receiver’s counter-proposal. A

forwarder’s mere request for a status report, however, diately to acknowledge receipt of a claim shall not oper-
ate to deprive him of his right to compensation at theshall not be construed as an instruction to proceed.
agreed rate, provided he actually made demand for

3.3 When a claim is collected in installments, the con- payment (see guide 7.1 f).
tractual commission rate shall apply to the aggregate of

b. The receiver is entitled to no compensation if pay-the installments collected, and not to each installment indi-
ment was made by the debtor before the receiver madevidually. In the event the forwarding contract provides for
demand on the debtor or otherwise worked on the claim,a declining percentage rate, the higher rate may be taken
provided notice of such direct payment is furnished theon the first installments collected, with adjustments to be
receiver by the creditor or the forwarder before work ismade in accordance with the forwarding contract, to the
begun or demand is made (see guides 3.9b and 7.1f).end that the total commission on the aggregate of all

installments collected shall not exceed the total commis-
3.8 Without limiting the rights set forth in guide 3.6, thesions permitted upon such aggregate by the forwarding

receiver is entitled to full compensation in accordance withcontract.
the forwarding contract in each of the following situations:

3.4 In situations where the receiver may obtain amica-
a. Where the receiver receives the claim and doesble agreement for the debtor to make payments over an
work on it, and the debtor subsequently pays theextended period of time, the receiver can give the creditor
amount of the claim to another person who had pre-the option to (a) pay a higher contingent fee without suit
viously been employed to collect the claim.or (b) litigate, giving requirements for suit including suit

fees and court costs. b. Where the claim is in the hands of the receiver and
either the creditor or the forwarder intervenes for the

3.5 Where the time elapsed from the creditor’s original purpose of accepting a post-dated check or a promis-
due date on any claim is greater than one year at the sory note, or an acceptance or other instrument from
time it is placed with the forwarder, and the forwarder is the debtor, thereupon withdrawing the claim from the
receiving a commission rate higher than its commission hands of the receiver; and the commission shall be
on claims less than one year old, the receiver should be computed upon the face amount of the instrument so
entitled to additional commission. taken, and shall be payable to the receiver in full upon

the taking of the instrument, the same as if money had
3.6 In cases where a collection results from the filing been collected.

of a claim in probate, or in bankruptcy, receivership, as-
signment or other insolvency or kindred proceedings: c. Where the receiver settles the claim by taking such

an instrument from the debtor, provided that such settle-
a. The mere filing of a claim in said proceedings and ment is authorized or ratified by the creditor. In such
the receiving and remitting of a dividend or dividends event:
thereon entities the receiver to commissions in accor-

(1) If the instrument remains in the hands of thedance with the forwarding contract, and...
receiver until maturity and collection, the receiver
shall be entitled to compensation only upon theb. The aggregate of all dividends received from such
money actually collected and only when collected,proceeding, together with the aggregate of all collec-
but...tions prior to the institution of such proceeding, shall

be treated as a single recovery for the purposes of
(2) If the creditor or forwarder demands possessionapplying a commission rate in accordance with the for-
of the instrument, the receiver is at once entitled towarding contract, and...
full compensation computed on the face amount of
the instrument, the same as if money had beenc. The mere appearance of the receiver before the
collected. In the event the instrument is not paid atcourt or any officer thereof to represent such claim,
maturity and is returned to the receiver for collection,there being no contest as to its validity, shall not entitle
the employment to collect the same is a new employ-the receiver to any additional compensation; but if the
ment, and...receiver, in order to establish a claim filed in any of

said proceedings, is obliged to serve notices, examine (a) in the event of a failure to collect, the receiver
witnesses, or to take other comparable steps to obtain shall not be required to refund the commissions
allowance or to insure payment of the claim, or if the previously earned, or...
exigencies of the situation make it immediately neces-
sary to perform legal services to protect the creditor’s (b) in the event of a full or partial collection,
interests, the receiver shall be entitled to a reasonable the receiver shall be entitled to full commissions
fee in addition to the commissions provided for in the computed on the amount collected, irrespective
forwarding contract, as provided in guide 6.1. of the commission previously earned on the tak-

ing of the instrument.
3.7 When a claim is paid by the debtor, directly to the

creditor or the forwarder, after it has arrived at the office d. Where a claim or judgment is compromised upon
the advice or with the approval, tacit or expressed, of theof the receiver:



receiver; but in such event, the receiver’s compensation prohibited by law. If so prohibited, the receiver shall retain
the amount so awarded and collected as his own, by wayshall be computed only upon the amount actually recov-

ered and not upon the original debt. of his suit fee or on account of his suit fee, and shall
compute his commission upon the collection of principal

3.9 If portions of a claim are sent to the receiver at and interest only, so that the receiver will not be paid twice
intervals without notice to the effect that other portions are for his court services, once by the statutory recovery and
to follow, and once by the creditor.

a. If settlement is reached before the other portion or 4.4 Unless otherwise agreed upon by and between the
portions are forwarded, or forwarder and receiver, because an attorneys fee clause

in a contract or note is intended to reimburse the holder
b. If the receiver is required to render separate services for expenses incurred in the collection thereof, any such
on the portion or portions subsequently forwarded, the attorneys fee collected in addition to principal and interest,
subsequent forwarding shall constitute a new and sepa- where no suit has been filed, shall be deemed to be the
rate employment. But if no settlement is reached and property of the creditor and shall be treated for purposes
no separate services are required by reason of the of computing commissions, the same as interest, unless
delay, the subsequent portions shall merely increase prohibited by law. If so prohibited, the receiver shall retain
the amount of the original claim, and the entire employ- the same as his own, and shall compute his commission
ment will be deemed a single employment. upon the collection of principal and interest only, and shall

deduct the amount so retained from the commission com-3.10 A receiver is not entitled to commission in any of
puted in accordance with the commission contract.the following situations:

4.5 Sums awarded by a court or arbitrator for contempta. Where the receiver returns the claim as uncollect-
for failure to appear; failure to proceed; failure to complyible, or where it has been properly withdrawn from his
with an order of the court; false or frivolous pleadings; orhands, and the debtor subsequently makes payment
the like; and intended to compensate the receiving attor-in full or in part to the creditor, to the forwarder, or to
ney, shall belong to the attorney.a subsequent receiver.

4.6 In all instances of recovery pursuant to Sectionsb. Where a claim is paid or settled after it arrives at
4.3 and 4.4 herein above, it shall be the obligation ofthe office of the receiver but before the receiver has
the receiving attorney to disclose said recovery to theperformed any services in connection with the claim,
forwarder and to inform the forwarder of the specific localprovided the receiver is notified by the forwarder or the
law which prohibits said recovery from being deemed thecreditor of the payment or the settlement before work
property of the creditor.is done on the claim.

c. When the receiver reports a claim to be uncollectible C. Suits and Suit Fees
without suit and the creditor chooses not to sue, and the

5.1 The mere forwarding of a claim for collection doesclaim is returned to the forwarder, except as provided in
not warrant the commencement of suit, nor does the mereguide 7.1g.
employment to collect a claim imply any authority to sue.
No suit shall be commenced by any receiver unless heB. Interest, Costs, Attorney Fees, Etc. shall have authority from the creditor, or from the forwarder
to do so.4.1 Interest collected on an account or judgment is the

property of the creditor, and the collection of interest must
5.2 The amount of the suit fee is a matter of contractbe disclosed by the receiver to the forwarder. Interest

between the receiver and the creditor, as is the questioncollected should be added to the principal collected for
of whether the suit fee is to be contingent or non-contin-the purpose of computing the commission. However,
gent, or partly contingent and partly non-contingent. A suitwhere not in violation of the law of the forum, where monies
fee, if earned, is payable in addition to commissions. Itare collected in excess of the principal, said excess shall
belongs exclusively to the receiver unless there is a divi-first be allocated as a recovery of court costs, and only
sion of service and responsibility between the receiverwhen costs have been recovered in full shall additional
and an attorney forwarder (see guide 5.5). The suit feemonies collected be deemed interest and subject to com-
agreement preferably should be entered into before suitmission.
is commenced, and the fee should be commensurate with
the services rendered, the amount involved, and the re-4.2 Court costs expended in connection with litigation
sults accomplished.and subsequently recovered from the debtor may not be

added to the principal in computing the commission, and
5.3 The mere authorization to commence suit does notthe creditor is entitled to a full return of the money ad-

entitle the receiver to charge a suit fee, and a suit fee isvanced by him for costs when such money is collected
not earned until suit has actually been commenced by thefrom the debtor as part of the judgment.
filing of the requisite papers in court or by their delivery,
as the practice may be, to a process server, constable4.3 Where, under local law, a plaintiff is awarded a

sum in addition to his damages and costs (which sum is or other properly constituted authority, for service on the
defendant. The mere preparation for suit is not sufficientvariously known as statutory costs, taxed fees, taxed cost,

or the like), said additional sum shall be deemed to be the to justify the charging of a suit fee, but neither is it actually
necessary to serve the defendant or recover a judgmentproperty of the creditor and shall be treated, for purposes

of computing commissions, the same as interest, unless against him. When a suit fee arrangement contemplates



that it shall be fully contingent, then the suit fee arrange- receiver, but it is recognized that situations arise in good
faith which are not covered by the forwarding contract andment may be greater than one that is fully non-contingent.

When a suit fee arrangement contemplates that it shall which alter the circumstances; thereby requiring a different
compensation basis. In such situations, the receiver shallbe partly contingent and partly non-contingent, then the

suit fee arrangement may be less than one that is fully be reasonably compensated for the work and services
actually performed, and where appropriate, for the ex-contingent but more than one that is fully non-contingent.
penses incurred. Some of such situations are described

5.4 When the suit fee arrangement contemplates that as follows:
the suit fee will be computed as a percentage of the recov-
ery, the percentage shall be computed on the gross a. Where goods or property are taken in settlement,
amount collected by the receiver, not including the court rather than money. If this situation is not covered by
costs expended and recovered from the defendant. When the forwarding contract, the receiver’s compensation
the suit fee and courts arrangement contemplates the shall be an amount to be determined by the reasonable
creditor advancing a portion or all thereof, the forwarder worth of the services rendered, viewed from the stand-
is obligated to forward to the attorney all of such costs point of the work done, the amount involved, the charac-
and fees received from the creditor. ter of the employment, and the results accomplished,

whether such amount is greater or lesser than the
5.5 A suit fee, being compensation for legal services amount as measured by the forwarding contract.

rendered, may not be divided between the receiver and
any other person except members of his law firm; provided, b. Where goods or property are taken in partial settle-
that if the forwarder is also an attorney primarily engaged ment, and money is also taken in partial settlement.
in the practice of law, and if there is a division of both the In this situation, the forwarding contract controls the
work and the responsibility between the attorney forwarder compensation earned upon the recovery of the money,
and the receiver, the fee may be divided between them and guide 7.1a above controls the compensation
in proportion to the efforts expended and responsibility earned upon the property taken.
assumed by each.

c. Where a claim is met by a debtor’s claim of prior
PART IV: NON-CONTRACTUAL COMPENSATION payment, offset, counterclaim or other similar defense,

A. Compensation in Addition to the Contract or is barred by the statute of limitations, and the receiver
accepts the claim without notice of the defense and6.1 In addition to the commissions agreed upon be-
learns of the defense only in the course of his work,tween the creditor (or the forwarder as agent of the credi-
and where the defense is a valid one and is eithertor) and the receiver, the receiver shall be entitled to
accepted as valid by the creditor or is ruled valid inreasonable compensation in the following situations:
litigation. In this situation, the receiver is entitled to a
reasonable fee on the amount so disallowed, in additiona. Where the receiver, in order to establish a claim filed
to his contract compensation on any remaining balancein probate, bankruptcy, receivership or other insolvency
actually collected. But if the claim was forwarded withor other kindred proceedings, is obliged to serve no-
notice of the defense, the receiver shall not be entitledtices, examine witnesses, or to take other steps in an
to any non-contractual compensation on the portionattempt to obtain allowance or to insure payment of the
disallowed by reason of such defense.claim (aside from the mere filing thereof).

b. When the exigencies of any situation make it imme- d. Where a claim is disputed and the dispute is known
diately necessary to perform on behalf of the creditor to either the creditor or the forwarder but is not disclosed
legal services which would normally not be anticipated. to the receiver at the time of his employment. In this

situation, the receiver shall be entitled to reasonable
c. When a claim has been put into litigation and it is compensation for services performed and expenses
necessary for the receiver to attend a trial or arbitration incurred by him in endeavoring to collect such claim in
hearing, the receiver may charge a reasonable trial fee the event he is, by reason of such dispute, unsuccessful
in addition to his or her normal suit fee if notice of the in the collection thereof.
possibility of such additional fee has been given in the
suit fee requirements letter. e. either the creditor or the forwarder shall improperly

interfere with the efforts of the receiver and thereby
6.2 In all cases in which a claim has been forwarded prevent collection. In this situation, the receiver shall

to a receiver, if payment is not received after initial demand be entitled to reasonable compensation for services
by the receiver, the receiver may request in advance a rendered.
reasonable non-contingent administrative fee.

f. Where a claim is paid direct to the creditor or the6.3 In all cases calling for additional compensation as
forwarder. In this situation, it is the duty of the forwarderset forth in guides 6.1 and 6.2, the receiver shall promptly
to notify the receiver immediately of the fact of pay-advise the creditor or forwarder as agent of the creditor
ment, and...as to the necessity for additional compensation.

(1) Where payment is made prior to the arrival ofB. Reasonable Compensation as a Substitute for the claim in the office of the receiver, andContractual Compensation

7.1 Normally, the compensation to be paid to the re- (a) Where such notice is given, the receiver shall
be entitled to no compensation, butceiver is a matter of contract between the creditor and the



(b) Where notice is not immediately given the 7.6 Where suit is authorized and commenced, and the
creditor fails to furnish the receiver with the evidence orreceiver, and he does work on the claim or incurs

expense before notice is received, he is entitled testimony to substantiate the claim, or to comply with or-
ders of the court, which failure results in the dismissal ofto reasonable compensation for work performed

and expense incurred. the case or in a judgment adverse to the creditor, the
receiver is entitled to reasonable compensation for his
services.(2) Where payment is made after arrival of the claim

in the office of the receiver, and...
7.7 Where a creditor employs two or more receivers

in the same or different towns to handle the same matter,(a) Where such notice is given before receiver
and fails to inform each of them of the dual representation,has done any work on the claim, the receiver is
and where either of them collects the claim in whole or inentitled to no compensation, but
part, the other is entitled to reasonable compensation for
his services.(b) Where such notice is given after the receiver

has started work on the claim or has incurred
PART V: COURT COSTS AND EXPENSESexpense, the receiver is entitled to reasonable

compensation for work performed and expense 8.1 Money advanced for court costs is a fund to beincurred, and drawn upon for the purpose of paying court costs, and
should be accounted for at the conclusion of the receiv-

(c) Where such notice is not given until after the er’s employment.
receiver has made a demand on the debtor, the
receiver is entitled to full compensation as mea- 8.2 Except in cases of emergency, where the interests
sured by the forwarding contract. Where the fact of the creditor might be prejudiced by delay, it shall be the
of payment does not become immediately known duty of the receiver to consult the creditor, or the forwarder
to the forwarder through the neglect of the credi- as agent of the creditor, before incurring any items of
tor, thereby preventing the forwarder from giving expense.
immediate notice to the receiver, this guide 7.1f
shall remain applicable and fully effective. 8.3 Money expended in service of process or endeav-

oring to serve process on defendants where suit is author-
g. Where the arrangement under which the claim was ized is a legitimate expense that the creditor must pay.
referred authorized the commencement of suit, and
the receiver performed services in reliance upon the PART VI: DUTIES
creditor’s good faith in that regard, and subsequently A. Of Receivers
the creditor chooses not to sue. In this situation, the

9.1 A receiver shall acknowledge receipt of a claimreceiver shall be entitled to reasonable compensation
promptly unless otherwise instructed.for services rendered.

9.2 If a receiver finds it impossible or impractical to7.2 Because the placement of a claim with a receiver
handle a claim personally, it shall be his duty promptly toon a contingent basis vests the receiver with an interest
return the same, rather than to transfer the claim to anyin the claim to the extent of his contingent commission,
other party for attention. This provision, however, shall notthe withdrawal of a claim for any reason (including a desire
be interpreted as prohibiting the delegation of authority byto file the claim direct in any probate, bankruptcy, receiver-
the receiver to associates, employees or clerks in hisship, insolvency or other kindred proceedings) except fault
office.on the part of the receiver, shall entitle the receiver to

reasonable compensation for services rendered.
9.3 A receiver shall report the fact that a claim is being

collected in installments, and shall remit within a reason-7.3 When a claim is sent to a receiver by mistake of
able time any money so collected.either the creditor or the forwarder, and the mistake or

fact of prior payment has been learned by the receiver in 9.4 A receiver shall promptly return all papers and/the course of his work and by him brought to the attention or remit all moneys collected and unexpended costs, onof either the creditor or the forwarder, the receiver is enti- claims that have been withdrawn because of the receiver’stled to reasonable compensation for his services. neglect or inability to handle the same.

7.4 When any neglect or failure to act on the part of 9.5 Where a receiver is called upon to remit the pro-
a creditor or forwarder, including but not limited to the ceeds of a collection to different and conflicting parties,
failure to give timely notice of payments received from or he shall impound the money with some responsible depos-
settlements made with a debtor, which neglect or failure itory, and shall then notify the conflicting parties that it will
results in the receiver being compelled to do work which not be released until he is assured by both parties, by
otherwise could have been avoided and for which he will stipulation or otherwise, that the dispute has been com-
not be otherwise compensated, the receiver is entitled to pletely adjusted.
reasonable compensation for services rendered.

9.6 A receiver shall account for and remit on:
7.5 Where suit is authorized and all requisite papers

have been prepared, and the creditor fails to cooperate a. Principal
with the receiver, the receiver is entitled to reasonable
compensation for his services. b. Costs which are not commissionable



c. Interest (3) Credit reports

d. Statutory fees (where permitted) (4) Debtor banking information

e. Contractual fees (where permitted) (5) Real estate owned

(6) Place of employment9.7 To minimize receiver costs of handling small
claims, receiver can be expected to make demand on the

(7) Social security number or employer ID numberdebtor in an effort to obtain payment; but the receiver need
report only every 90 days unless: (8) Vehicle identification number

a. Documentation is needed
10.2 The forwarder should disclose to the creditor the

receiver’s contingent fee requirements. Where practical:b. Payment is made

a. A copy of the receiver’s letter stating suit fee andc. Merchandise is offered for return
cost request should be sent to the creditor with the

d. Account is closed or request that the creditor make its check for such fee
and costs payable to the receiver and

e. Requested by forwarder
b. Contingent and non-contingent fee requests by a

9.8 To minimize receiver reporting it is recommended receiver should be acknowledged by the creditor.
that, on claims in litigation, a receiver:

10.3 It shall be the duty of the forwarder to provide
a. Confirm that suit is filed information on any of the following matters to the receiver

at the time of forwarding:b. Report each significant development or event in the
course of the litigation and a. When the forwarder knows or suspects that a for-

warded claim is other than a commercial claim;c. Give realistic file datings based on local procedure

b. When the forwarder knows of any dispute on the
B. Of Forwarders claim;

10.1 In an effort to minimize receiver requests for infor-
c. When the forwarder has knowledge that creditor willmation and documentation, every claim forwarded to a
not authorize suit or provide witnesses or has otherreceiver should be accompanied by the following where
restrictions on suit.available:

PART VII: RESTRICTIONSa. Information
A. Upon Receivers

(1) Creditor’s full name and address
11.1 No receiver shall retain an item of business if he

cannot handle it properly for any reason; except that, if(2) Debtor’s legal name, legal composition and ad-
the reason is an apparent conflict of interest, the receiverdress, including the name and address of any
shall place the creditor or forwarder in full possession ofguarantor
all the facts or shall return the claim at once.

(3) Amount due, principal and interest
11.2 No receiver, having taken property or money from

(4) Debtor’s contact and phone number a debtor as settlement of a claim, may, in a controversy
arising with the creditor or forwarder regarding his com-(5) Nature of creditor’s business pensation, return the property or money to the debtor.
Once the property or money is taken and received as(6) Details of any dispute and creditor’s response
payment of the claim, the property or money is in thewith copies of memos and correspondence
constructive possession of the creditor and may not be
returned without his authority.b. Documentation

(1) Credit agreement 11.3 No receiver shall charge and retain in one case
the fees or costs claimed in another, where there is no

(2) Contracts, leases, personal guarantees, promis- authority to do so.
sory notes, and NSF checks

11.4 No receiver shall incur any item of expense,
(3) Purchase orders, delivery receipts, invoices, chargeable to the creditor, without the creditor’s consent,
and statements of account except in cases of emergency where the interests of the

creditor are likely to be prejudiced by delay.(4) Security agreement (with copy of any financ-
ing statements) 11.5 No receiver may institute a suit or compromise a

claim without authority of the creditor, either given directlyc. Credit information
by the creditor or by the forwarder as his agent.

(1) Credit application
11.6 A receiver having voluntarily relinquished an ac-

count should not, after giving notice to that effect to the(2) Financial statements



forwarder as agent for the creditor, accept payment from 12.8 No forwarder shall attach more than one law list
coupon to any item placed with a receiver, nor send bond-the debtor; and the receiver shall not be entitled to any

commissions on any payments which he does accept. ing coupons to more than one law list on a single item
placed with a receiver.

B. Upon Forwarders
12.9 No forwarder shall place a claim with a receiver

12.1 No forwarder shall withdraw a claim from a re- reserving the right to withdraw the same without payment
ceiver in the absence of fault on the part of the receiver, of compensation in the event of any insolvency proceed-
without compensating the receiver in accordance with ings concerning the debtor. (See guide 7.2).
guide 7.2.

12.10 No forwarder shall himself file one or more12.2 No forwarder shall send any claim to a receiver claims in bankruptcy or other insolvency proceedings, andon condition that it be handled without charge. No for- send one or more claims to a receiver, for the purpose ofwarder shall induce a receiving attorney to accept a lower obtaining status reports from the receiver as to the prog-contingent fee by a false representation that the total per- ress of the proceeding.centage charged the creditor will be reduced by at least
that percent.

12.11 Subject to guide 3.2, no forwarder shall discour-
age a receiver from requesting a higher commission than12.3 No forwarder shall use the name of an attorney
set forth in the forwarding contract and shall not viewin the assertion of rights against a third party.
adversely any receiver who makes such a request.

12.4 No forwarder shall intentionally mail or deliver
envelopes to a debtor containing a letter or a letter copy

PART VIII: ARBITRATIONpurporting to be written to an attorney, either authorizing
or instructing action by the attorney against the debtor, for 13.1 Any dispute between a forwarder and a receiver
the purpose of deceiving the debtor into thinking that the may be resolved by arbitration. In any dispute between
attorney has been so authorized or instructed. two or more League members involving a forwarding con-

tract the League members are presumed to have submit-
12.5 No forwarder shall use a form of notice which ted to the jurisdiction of the Committee on Arbitration,

purports to be a summons or other writ issued by a court, Grievances and Objections to Membership of the Com-
for the purpose of deceiving the debtor into believing that mercial Law League of America for resolution of the dis-
legal action has been actually commenced, or that the pute unless all League members involved in the dispute
communication is a court notice. agree otherwise or the forwarding contract specifically

states otherwise. Arbitration shall be12.6 No forwarder shall place a claim with a receiver in accordance with the rules of procedure from time towithout disclosing, if such be the fact, that the claim has time adopted by the Committee and approved by the Boardpreviously been forwarded to and worked on by another of Governors pursuant to authority granted by the Constitu-receiver. tion of the Commercial Law League of America.

12.7 No forwarder shall request an attorney to incur
the cost of litigation without an express agreement for
reimbursement by the creditor.


